In presence of sizeable outliers in the data variables, , X we cannot expect the product moments correlation coefficients to remain unaffected. The outliers distort mean, standard deviation and the covariance structure of the indicator variables leading to distortion in the coefficient of correlation (Hampel, 2001) . It may be desirable, therefore, to devise a technique that would minimize the influence of outliers on the composite index. Our objective in this paper is to propose a new technique to construct such a composite index. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique by a simulation experiment.
II. The Coefficient of Correlation in the Median Family:
It is well known that median as a measure of central tendency is (normally) unaffected by the presence of outliers in the data. The median is an analogue of the (arithmetic) mean; it minimizes the sum of probability-weighted absolute deviations of data points from itself ( :
IV. Issues Relating to Maximization: Obtaining the PCA-based composite index is simpler since it has a closed form formula. The (Pearson's) correlation matrix, R is constructed from X such that
where j x X j ∈ ∀ has zero mean and unit standard deviation. The largest eigenvalue ( λ ) and the associated eigenvector ( e ) of R is obtained. The eigenvector is normalized so that 1. e = The normalized eigenvector is used as the weight, 2 , w to obtain 2 2 . I Xw = It is possible, nevertheless, to directly obtain the composite index, 2 , I by maximizing 
V. Nonlinear Optimization by Differential Evolution:
The method of Differential Evolution (DE) is one of the most powerful self-organizing, evolutionary, populationbased and stochastic global optimization methods. It is an outgrowth of the Genetic Algorithms. The crucial idea behind DE is a scheme for generating trial parameter vectors. Initially, a population of points (p in d-dimensional space) is generated and evaluated (i.e. f(p) is obtained) for their fitness. Then for each point (p i ) three different points (p a , p b and p c ) are randomly chosen from the population. A new point (p z ) is constructed from those three points by adding the weighted difference between two points (w(p b -p c )) to the third point (p a ). Then this new point (p z ) is subjected to a crossover with the current point (p i ) with a probability of crossover (c r ), yielding a candidate point, say p u . This point, p u , is evaluated and if found better than p i then it replaces p i else p i remains. Thus we obtain a new vector in which all points are either better than or as good as the current points. This new vector is used for the next iteration. This process makes the differential evaluation scheme completely self-organizing. This method has been successfully applied for optimizing extremely nonlinear and multimodal functions (Mishra, 2007a (Mishra, , 2007b (Mishra, and 2007c .
VI. A Simulation Experiment:
We have conducted a simulation experiment to examine the effectiveness of our proposed method. We have generated a matrix, X, of six variables, each in 30 observations. The correlation matrix of these variables is given in Table- 
so as to make the index values lie between zero and unity These composite indices serve as reference since X does not contain outliers.
It is interesting to note (see table-1) that I 10 and I 20 are highly correlated (r = 0.99812), although Bradley weights (w 1 ) and correlation coefficients (ρ) are uniformly smaller (in magnitude) than the Pearson weights (w 2 ) and correlation coefficients (r).
Next, we introduce outliers to X. Three outliers (ranging between -10 to 10) have been added to each indicator variable (x j; j=1, m ) at random locations. Then, using these (contaminated) variables, the two composite indices (I 11 and I 21 ) have been obtained. The indices have been standardized as before to lie between zero and unity. The results are presented in Table- 2. All derived composite indices are presented in Table- index suggests us that in presence of outliers our proposed method will perform better. As shown in the graph (Fig.1) , the fluctuations in I 21 appear to be more than those in I 11 . 
